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Experimental Study on the Negative Skin Friction of the Pile Group Induced by Rising and Lowering the Groundwater Level
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Negative skin friction (NSF) has been one of the important factors in the design of pile foundation; especially, the influence of water level on the pile negative skin friction should be paid attention. In this paper, a series of model tests were carried out to analyze the bearing characteristic of the pile group influenced by groundwater level. The pile axial force and negative skin friction, settlement, and soil pore pressure were investigated. The results showed that both the water level rising and lowering cycle could increase the axial force of the pile along the upper part of the pile, yet reducing it along the lower part of the pile; both the axial force and the negative skin friction of the pile presented a feature of time effect; the value of negative skin friction was positively correlated with that of the pile head load, and the neutral plane ranged from 0.57L to 0.64L as the water level changed; the soil featured settling in layers, and the change of pore water pressure was accordant with the water level changing regulation.

1. Introduction

Negative skin friction (NSF), regarded as an unfavorable load on the pile, develops where the settlement of the surrounding soil exceeds that of the pile, which may well induce force in the pile, thus resulting in ambiguous design in the pile bearing capacity and even some engineering failures like pile damage, uneven settlement of the structure, and foundation failure [1–3]. Negative skin friction mainly occurs in surface loading, withdrawal of water level, still-consolidation soft layers, and the combination of those mentioned occasions [4].

At present, researchers have shown increased interest in pile design of pile-soil interaction [5–9]; however, it remains rough and ambiguous in reservoir areas due to limited awareness of NSF problems caused by water level changing periodically. Baihetan hydropower station, located in the lower reaches of the Jinsha River, stands as an important hydroelectric power station in China and offers electric power for the south-western area. Water level rises and lowers yearly for maintaining the reservoir running, which may well influence the safety of self-built houses by locals. To meet the requirements of migration and resettlement, high-rising buildings were constructed in a high fill area, which requires strictness in deformation and bearing capacity of the pile foundation during the period of water level rising and lowering. Based on this, the effect of negative skin friction plays a significant role in the design of this case and consequently is worth further studying.

Awareness is growing that negative skin friction is worth more detailed studies other than being treated grossly in design codes. Sufficient works including field and model tests, numerical analysis, and theories have been carried out since the NSF concept was formally proposed by Terzaghi and Peck in the 1930s. Wong and Teh [10] proposed a simplified numerical method towards NSF on piles in layered soil deposit. Lee et al. [11] further clarified the NSF of piles in groups connected to a cap in
soil slip. Kong et al. [12] and Hong et al. [13] conducted a series of model and field tests to investigate NSF effected by surcharge grade. Tan and Fellenius [14] proposed a new pile design method through evaluating various design codes.

Most previous studies are focused on surcharge and consolidation of soft layers, which is commonly acknowledged engineering problems in this area; however, the influence of water is yet to be paid enough attention and sufficient study. Only a few studies can be found on how negative skin friction factored down the behavior of piles in lowering water level. Lee and Chen [15] performed centrifuge model tests to study the influence of lowering of groundwater level on pile negative skin friction. Then, Fahmi et al. [16] studied land subsidence due to withdrawal of groundwater level by FE analysis. Furthermore, Fu [17] carried out centrifuge model tests considering cyclic water lifting. Al-Omari et al. [18–22] conducted a series of tests to evaluate the excess pore water pressure, the matric suction, the dynamic response and behavior of piles, the clay-pile adhesion, and the load transfer in piles in saturated and unsaturated soil.

The research work on NSF caused by water level is still lacking in attention and systematic study, especially the factor that the rising and lowering cycle of water level, which is encountered commonly in engineering sites, however, remains blank in specific mechanisms and principles on how the variation of groundwater level affects pile foundation.

In this paper, a series of model tests were conducted to study how the bearing characteristics of the pile group, especially the axial force and the negative skin friction, were influenced by groundwater level rising and lowering. The pore water pressure as well as settlement of pile and surrounding soil was also investigated. The results are beneficial to properly understand how piles behave in varying water level, which might help provide some guidance for the pile design in reservoir areas, and will lay out groundwork for future research in more systematic and specific analysis of pile bearing characteristics under varying water level condition.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Test Equipment. The geotechnical model test system was located in the Geotechnical Laboratory of Chongqing University. The dimension of the test chamber was 3.5 m × 2 m × 2.5 m (length × width × height), which was large enough to reduce the effect of the edges. Along the chamber wall and chamber bottom, as shown in Figure 1, HDPE geomembrane was placed to avoid water leakage. A servo hydraulic actuator fixed on a steel frame beam was used for the pile head loading system. A force sensor and a displacement sensor were installed in the loading system, and the force and displacement of cap center could be obtained timely. Besides, each pile was topped with a vertical displacement gauge to record the pile head settlement. The model tests of 2 × 2 pile group with a pile cap were carried out.

The layout of the geometrical model and the arrangement of measure elements are illustrated in Figure 2. Layered settlement marks and vertical displacement gauges were set to measure the settlement of soil in layers as well as that on the surface. Pore pressure gauges were adopted for the purpose of describing the variation of pore pressure during the water injection and drainage.

2.2. Model Pile. Four cylindrical piles were prepared from PVC pipes of 1500 mm in length (L) and 106 mm inner diameter (D), and the distance was set as approximately 3D for each pile. The 2 × 2 group piles with a pile cap were precasted in concrete as a whole, considered as a rigid system. The modulus of elasticity is $E = 3.08 \times 10^4$ MPa. The cap had a dimension of 700 mm × 700 mm × 150 mm (length × width × thickness). As shown in Figures 1(a) and 2(b), strain gauges were stuck on the steel bars in reinforced concrete piles for the purpose of collecting the strain data during the tests, so that the axial force and negative skin friction could be calculated. Compared to arranging the strain gauges on the surface along the piles, placing the gauges on the steel bars inside the piles could better protect them from being damaged as well as influenced by the surrounding soil.

2.3. Soil Properties. The foundation soil was sand with a maximum and minimum dry density of 1.64 and 1.17 g/cm³, respectively. The pile tips were settled on the top of the compacted backfill sand layer with the thickness of 300 mm counted from the base of the test chamber. The thickness of the surrounding soil was 1400 mm. The basic physical properties of the sand are presented in Table 1.

2.4. Testing Process. The working load grades needed determining for studying the bearing capacity behavior in the water level rising and lowering cycle under different pile head loads. Based on the ultimate pile bearing capacity estimated according to the Chinese Technical Code for Building Pile Foundations [23], the pile head loads were determined to be 12 kN and 24 kN, respectively, considering the experiment demand and laboratory conditions. It is noted that, in each condition, only one water level rising and lowering cycle was taken. Step-loading was adopted to ensure the test load being applied on the model piles slowly and stably. It was observed that the settlement of piles turned stable in 5 minutes, so the model piles were step-loaded every 5 minutes to the total loads via the servo hydraulic actuator, which reduced the sudden settlement of piles and the error of the measure elements during the loading process. After the variation of pile head displacement along with other data reaching stable, to simulate groundwater rising, water was injected through the PVC pipe with a diameter of 250 mm vertically placed at the corner of the test chamber. As shown in Figure 3, injection lasted 4 hours till the surface layer submerged, for the purpose of turning the dry sands saturated gradually. Then, the inject valve was turned off. The water was maintained at this level for 3 hours before
being drained from the same pipe for 5 hours. During the experiment, the water level was measured every half an hour for determining and adjusting the speed of injection and drainage. After all water was drained from the test chamber, the pile heads were step-unloaded similarly as in the loading process.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Pile Bearing Capacity. Based on the technical code for inspection of building foundation piles [24], a maintained static loading test to failure was taken to determine the pile bearing capacity in the model test. The pile load settlement curve is shown in Figure 4. It could be surely observed that the ultimate total bearing resistance was 40 kN, with the ultimate pile head displacement of 1.54 mm, as in approximately 0.015D (pile diameter). The curve is in accordance with the hyperbolic model proposed by Seed and Reese [25], given by the following equation, to describe the interrelation between shaft (or pile tip) resistances and the relative displacement of the pile and soil.

\[
\tau(z) = \frac{S(z)}{a_s + b_s z}
\]

(1)

\(\tau(z)\) is the shaft resistance, \(S(z)\) is the displacement of pile, and \(a_s\) and \(b_s\) refer to the factor of load mobilization of soil around piles.

3.2. Axial Force Distribution. The average axial force distribution of this \(2 \times 2\) pile group was calculated based on the measured strain data. Figure 5 shows the average axial force distribution of this \(2 \times 2\) pile group, and Figure 6 gives the typical result, meaning the axial force distribution of one pile in the pile group. It is noted that the load was applied on the...
cap center in the whole test, and the period before water injection was named the loading phase.

Obviously, larger axial force under the load of 24 kN occurs, and the value approximately doubled when compared to the 12 kN condition. It could be also observed that the maximum axial force varied from about 7.6 kN to 9.6 kN under 12 kN condition in water level rising and lowering cycle, and in the circle under 24 kN condition, it ranged from 7.6 kN to almost 9.6 kN, in which both featured almost the same maximum axial force fluctuation at about 2 kN in each water level rising and lowering cycle. It suggested that the axial force varying caused by water level changing cycle was of little interference by the grade of pile head load. The axial force curves can be divided into two types by the form of trends among the four stages in the whole water level changing cycle. In the stage before the water level rose (namely, loading phase), which can be considered as ordinary loading tests with graded load levels of 12 kN and 24 kN, the pile top featured the maximum axial force, witnessing a linear decrease to the minimum data occurring at the bottom along the pile in depth. It was in accordance with the traditional pile-soil interaction theory that part of the load carried by the pile could be transferred into the side soil and referred to the positive shaft resistance all along the pile. After water was involved, the axial force gradually enlarged and peaked at the middle of the pile, yet it showed a

Table 1: Parameters of soil for the test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>$G_s$</th>
<th>$\rho$</th>
<th>$\rho_d$</th>
<th>$\rho'$</th>
<th>$w$</th>
<th>$\varphi$</th>
<th>D10</th>
<th>D30</th>
<th>D60</th>
<th>Cc</th>
<th>Cu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>1.1291</td>
<td>1.0776</td>
<td>0.8145</td>
<td>4.633</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>0.605</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>4.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>g/cm$^3$</td>
<td>g/cm$^3$</td>
<td>g/cm$^3$</td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 2: Layout of model test. (a) Plan view. (b) Longitudinal sectional view.](image)

![Figure 3: Schedule chart.](image)
reduced trend along the lower part of the pile similarly as the period before the water injection stage. This entailed the down drag force to the pile upper portion, factoring down the positive skin friction, leading to the amplified axial force. It can be viewed from Figure 5 that water changed the trend of the axial force distribution curve. The axial force values presented a gradually much increased trend with time after the water involved in, especially, injection and maintaining stage and the drainage phase (meaning water level lowering stage) experienced the largest axial force along the pile upper portion at about 0 m to 0.4 m. It could be inferred that the water level changing (both rising and lowering) unfavorably enlarged the axial force, especially that of the upper part of the pile, furthermore, leading to weaken the bearing capacity of the pile foundation.

3.3. Negative Skin Friction Distribution. In order to analyze the down drag force more specifically, the average negative skin friction distribution and the typical data are presented in Figures 7 and 8, respectively, and it should be noted that the typical result means the negative skin friction distribution of one pile in the pile group. The negative friction resistance can be calculated according to the balance principle of force balance, and it is considered as a negative friction resistance downward; otherwise, it is a positive friction resistance. It could be observed that the shaft resistance was positive and existed along the pile skin at a grossly lower value in the loading phase, which implied that no negative friction resistance occurred as only the pile head load existed. However, after the water was injected, it was demonstrated clearly that the negative skin friction generated and developed as the experiment carried on, which was
corresponding to the regulation of the axial force curves and confirmed that it was unfavorable to the pile bearing capacity.

Sand particles maintained a balanced state of stress equilibrium in the loading phase. Water injection broke up the balance and rearranged the sand particles as well as the pores between them, which led to the induced effective stress and transformation from unsaturated to saturated state of the particles, thus, affecting the shaft resistance of pile. As the water level was constantly rising, the sand particles around the pile settled downward, and the negative skin friction generated and increased. In the stage of water level maintaining, the negative skin friction still climbed up, which implied that the stress state of sand particles still changed and did not reach stability and equilibrium. During the period of water level lowering, the negative skin friction enlarged further, because the drainage forced the saturated sand particles to turn into an unsaturated state, leading to another increase of effective stress, and such conversion of stress status might well cause a downward movement of sands, which ensured another evident settlement of sand layers and enlarged displacement difference between soil and pile, resulting in more distinct negative skin friction, as clearly presented in the figures below. It can be also observed that the average negative skin friction increased when the pile head load changed from 12 kN to 24 kN, suggesting that

Figure 6: Typical axial force distribution of piles in different test conditions. (a) Pile load: 12 kN. (b) Pile load: 24 kN.

Figure 7: Average negative skin force distribution of piles in different test conditions. (a) Pile load: 12 kN. (b) Pile load: 24 kN.
the value of negative skin friction was related to that of the pile head load. The neutral plane ranged from 0.8 m to 0.9 m (0.57 \( L \sim 0.64 \ L \), and \( L \) represents the length of the pile.) from the pile head, which was in accordance with the previous study of the portion, where the neutral plane may well generate along the pile [26].

### 3.4. Pore Water Pressure

The arrangement of pore pressure gauges is illustrated in Figure 2(b). Each of the gauges was fixed on a 10 cm length iron wire for the convenience of placing pore pressure gauges in soil. Figure 9 shows the variation of pore water pressure with time. It can be observed obviously that the curve trend could be divided into three stages, which quite agrees with the water level variation trend. Besides, the value of pore water pressure was equal to the calculated hydrostatic pressure at measuring points. In the first four hours, the water was injected into the test chamber, filling up the pores between the sand particles, resulting in a rise of pore water pressure. During the maintaining stage, the water level was maintained, so the pore water pressure was observed to be stable. In the period of water level lowering, the water was gradually drained from the test chamber, so that the sand particles turned into unsaturated gradually, leading to the water in the pores between sand particles flowing away, resulting in the value of pore water pressure declining. The value of pore water pressure was grossly equal to the hydrostatic pressure, indicating no excess pore pressure generated in the whole process of water level changing cycle.

### 3.5. Settlement Analysis

Figure 10 shows the cap and pile head settlements. It could be viewed from the figure that the average settlement of the pile agreed well with that of the center of the cap, which confirmed the design intention mentioned in Section 2.2 that little deformation happened in the pile cap. The drag settlement during the water level rising period dominated for nearly 60% and 80% in the conditions of pile head load at 12 kN and 24 kN, respectively, yet it still was maintained in the following saturated stage, with the total vertical displacement under 2.5 mm.

The pile toe was on the compacted layer, and the soil of pile side (“sand layer” in Figure 2) was not compacted, featuring a looser structure. When changing the water level, particle rearrangement was more obvious in the surrounding soil than the compacted layer. The surrounding soil was observed to be a more distinct settlement compared to that of the pile, sorted as the surface soil settlement and the layered settlement. As illustrated in Figure 2, three measuring points spacing at 100 mm were arranged on the soil surface by the edge of the cap pile along each axis (axes A, B, and C). Average settlement was calculated separately sorting by the distance to the cap edge, and it is presented in Figure 11 (namely, legend 1 in Figure 11 represented the average value of measuring points A1, B1, and C1, and legend 2 represented the average value of measuring points A2, B2, and C2, etc.) to evaluate horizontal distance various on soil settlement more specifically. It was shown that the sand near the cap edge witnessed more evident settlement, because the soil might well form a shearing band [27–29] to prevent the pile from settling down as the load applied on, and the soils closer to the cap edge tended to undertake more shear force, thus presenting more distinct settlement. A slight uplift was observed not far from the cap, which could be because of the forming trend of sliding surface as soil particles transferring shear stress, and once particles are squeezed out, it performed as the observed soil lifting on the surface. It shall also be noticed that the sand near the cap edge settled earlier, because it owned a shorter distance from the injection pipe, meaning getting soaked earlier. A more
obvious settlement occurred in the load of 12 kN condition, because the sand was drier and structurally loose, compared to the pile head load of 24 kN condition, leading to much larger interparticle pores and more distinct particle rearrangement in water injection. Settlement, however, slighter than the earlier water level rising period, also happened in the drainage stage, which referred to another particle rearrangement in this certain period, only with a gentler one, because the primary particle moving section had already been completed.

Layered settlement also confirmed the phenomenon that sand particles might well be settled in the water level lifting phase. Another regulation could be dug up was that the degree of settlement showed an accumulating trend, namely, diminished gradually as depth. Similar to the surface measuring points, the layered settlement was also marked as 1, 2, 3, and 4, as shown in Figure 2, and the results are demonstrated in Figure 12. Similarly, the soil presented more obvious layered settlement under 12 kN load condition. Although some intersection points in 24 kN load condition might not be so precise due to the
Figure 11: Average settlement of certain measure points of surface soil versus time. (a) Pile load: 12 kN. (b) Pile load: 24 kN.

Figure 12: Continued.
accuracy of mm degree, it could be still easily concluded that the soil of the surface layer featured the largest vertical displacement, while the bottom soil could hardly move in the whole cycle.

4. Conclusions

The bearing characteristic, especially negative skin friction, of the $2 \times 2$ pile group under water level rising and lowering condition is discussed in this paper, and the following conclusions are inferred:

(1) The water level rising and lowering cycle could increase the axial force of pile along the upper part of the pile, and the axial force peaked at the middle part, yet it reduced along the lower part of the pile. Although the absolute values of axial force ranged different under different grades of pile head load, it featured almost the same maximum axial force fluctuation at about 2 kN in each cycle, which indicated that the vibration range of axial force caused by the water level rising and lowering cycle was hardly interfered by the grade of pile head load. The axial force changing caused by the water level rising and lowering cycle presented a feature of time effect, resulting in the maximum value of axial force occurring in the water level lowering stage.

(2) Negative skin friction caused by the water level rising and lowering cycle presented a feature of time effect, resulting in the maximum value of axial force occurring in the water level lowering stage. The average negative skin friction increased when the pile head load changed from 12 kN to 24 kN, suggesting the value of negative skin friction was related to that of the pile head load. In addition, the neutral plane ranged from 0.57 $L$ to 0.64 $L$ as the water level changed.

(3) Soil settled when the water level rose and lowered and presented a feature of settling in layers, which suggested that the sand on the surface experienced a
more evident settlement compared to the deeper sands down the layers. More distinct settlement of soil was observed in the water level rising stage, because the soil featured a loose structure and arrangement in this state, leading to larger pore spaces to be filled up by particles when water injected in.

(4) The change of pore water pressure was in accordance with the water level changing regulation either in variation trend or in value. The value of pore water pressure was equal to the hydrostatic pressure, indicating that no excess pore pressure was generated in the whole process of water level changing cycle.
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